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Site line
The site line of an auditory is designed in considering an average stature viewer, and his 
possibility to view all the screen or stage from the top head of an other viewer sat two rows  
ahed, in fact it's possible to avoid the head of the viewer sat in the first row ahed.
The position of the first row depends on the angle (max 35° ) between the point of view of 
the viewer and the bottom of stage ( from 110 till, m.0,70). Once the first row has been 
positioned, the second  one stays at m. 0,75 distance from the first one and so on.
The second point is to raise the point of view of the first row viewer of about 10- 12  cm, 
that is the distance of his eye from the top of his head. In extending the resulted line with 
the third row axis one finds the position of the eye of third row viewer.
One gets the elevation of the pit in this point by lowering of m. 1,10-1,20, and  in this way 
the slope of the pit is achieved. The site line is interrupted in presence of corridors, in  
which the floor has to be plane. Generally the pit slope depends on the position of the 
stage or the screen from the floor level. 
The gallery has a capacity of about 30% -50% of the pit.  To determine the site line is 
sufficient that the line view of a viewer is on the verge of the viewer ahed.
The maximum projection of the gallery should be 3V, where V is the hight from the pit level 
to the lower point of the gallery soffit. The result is that a standing viewer in the final part of  
the gallery should see the top of screen.
Illustrazione 1: gallery and site line
The visibility of the pit, or the width of the audience space is designed by considering a point “P “ 
put to a distance from the apron that is twice the width of the proscenium, then the point P is  
joined with two lines passing through the apron. The defined cone is the space that has to 
contain seats for audience. 
Illustrazione 2: Geometrical construction in Greek Theater (Vitruvio) and 
in Festpielhaus of Bayreuth (Richard Wagner)
The gallery is advisable in order to have a medium dimension of pit that allow to direct sound wave 
to reach the viewer with a sufficient sound level.  Anyway the gallery implies an increase in the 
dimension of the pit and a resulting extension of reverb time of sound, that can create echo.
The acoustic quality in an auditorium is made of the overlap of direct and reverberant sound field. 
The first  one is due to direct  sound wave from the source to the viewer,  the second one  to 
reflected waves from the surfaces of the show hall.  The first reflection on surfaces is usefull to 
reinforce direct sound, and improve the listening to word or music, but the energetic content of 
reflected  sound has to be 10% of direct sound, if the time of reverb is 75 mlsecond for music and 
50milsecond for word. Otherwise the first reflections are dangerous because they create echo, in 
whic the viewer perceives direct wave and reflected wave  separately.
In order to respect the limitation in difference between direct wave and reflected wave and avoid 
delay in time, the indoor surfaces have to be absorbent. Generally the ceiling of the hall of show 
is used as reflector and is inclined downward in proceeding toward the final part of the pit, in this  
way the reflected wave is limited. Sometimes  the ceiling is  inclined in the opposite direction, in 
order to adress the bad reflections out of the audience area. Lateral walls tto are employed as 
reflectors  but  only  if  the  dimension  of  the  hall  of  show are  inferior  to  20-  25  m.  width.  A 
rectangular  plan allows a good distribution of reflected sound, on the other hand a fan shape 
favors farthest seats, and in this case the wall are sound proofing to avoid long paths of reflected 
wave.
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Illustrazione 3: Arch. Alvar AAlto: acoustic of an auditorium -
